
High bay cold storage warehouse fit out with state of the art robotics, self-

driving material handling equipment and various conveyors to cut, pack and

sort meat products for Woolworths stores around QLD and NSW. Features

include a fibre reinforced slab on ground and 1,400t of structural steel across

the portal framed structure and 15,000sqm of suspended composite floors.

HILTON FOODS MEAT PROCESSING PLANT, HEATHWOOD
- $93M 40,000 SQM

WOOLWORTHS ADELAIDE REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION CENTRE,
ADELAIDE
- $20M 20,000 SQM
The extension to the Woolworths Regional Distribution Centre in Adelaide

comprised of a 4,900sqm cold room facility extension, a 12,000sqm

storage warehouse extension, new 3,500sqm storage warehouse and

canopy and 20,000sqm of heavy duty external pavement. Tungsten

Structures provided value engineering solutions in the order of $2M to our

D+C client. Tungsten were able to provide accurate steel and precast

panel tender drawings within 5 weeks of project kick off, resulting in zero

program lag and upfront certainty for our client.

ROADTEK DEPOT DTMR, BELLS CREEK
- $5M 4,700 SQM

The new RoadTek Sunshine Coast Depot is a Queensland Government

facility that includes a new warehouse, workshop and office building.

Tungsten Structures provided value engineering solutions in the order of

$250,000 to our D+C client which gave them the edge to provide a winning

bid.

ISPT WAREHOUSE, NARANGBA
- $8M 10,000 SQM
New industrial warehouse facility owned by ISPT Property Group and

tenanted by Liquid Specialty Beverages. The warehouse is designed to

suit Liquid Speciality Beverages specific operations layout, including

some cold room facilities, while remaining flexible enough to suit a

future single or double tenancy. Tungsten’s services also included the

design of 7,500sqm heavy duty pavement.
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VALUES
Goal oriented - seeing a
commitment through

Taking on and succeeding
when faced with a challenget

Being a subject matter expert

Excellence and pride
in quality work

KEY PROJECTS

(Further information or more projects available upon request)

Deep understanding of racked warehouse slab on ground

performance requirements (including high bays), and how best to

satisfy them atop even challenging geotechnical conditions.

EXPERTISE
Integrating contemporary construction techniques into my design

philosophy to provide efficient steel designs and ultimately maximum

value for your construction dollar.

Highly regarded project planning techniques with proven methodologies

that achieve excellent client outcomes every time

Intricate knowledge of a clients' tender procurement and approvals

program enabling the alignment of our structural engineering

deliverables.
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Providing pragmatic engineering designs that result in the simplest

and most cost effective construction processes
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